Fibre-reinforced plates and shells are finding an increasing interest in engineering applications; in most cases dynamic phenomena need to be taken into account. Consequently, effective and robust computational tools are sought in order to provide reliable results for the analysis of such structural models. In this paper the mixed assumed-strain laminated plate element, previously used for static analyses, has been extended to the dynamic realm. This model is derived within the framework of the so-called First-order Shear Deformation Theory (FSDT). What is peculiar in this assumedstrain finite element is that in-plane strain components are modeled directly; the corresponding stress components are deduced via constitutive law. By enforcing the equilibrium equations for each lamina, and taking continuity requirements into account, the out-of-plane shear stresses are computed and, finally, constitutive law provides the corresponding strains. The resulting global strain field depends only on a fixed number of parameters, regardless of the total number of layers. Since the proposed element is not locking-prone, even in the thin plate limit, and provides an accurate description of inter-laminar stresses, an extension to the dynamic range seems to be particularly attractive. The same kinematic assumptions will lead to the formulation of a consistent mass matrix. The element, developed in this way, has been extensively tested for several symmetric lamination sequences; comparison with available analytical solutions and with numerical results obtained by refined 3-D models are also presented.
Introduction
Several theories have been developed to study the structural behavior of laminated composite plates, in particular (see Reddy [1] and references cited therein) it is possible to distinguish among the following.
1. Equivalent single layer (ESL) theories, such as: classical plate lamination theory (CLPT), which is an extension of Kirchhoff 's plate theory (where shear straining is not taken into account); first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT), which being an extension of Reissner-Mindlin plate theory accounts for shear strains in the simplest way (see [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] ); and higher-order shear deformation theories (HSDTs), providing models able to deal with non linear shear strain distributions (see [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] ; and also [14, 15] ). 2. Layer-wise lamination theory (LLT), which accounts for continuous transverse stresses at the interfaces separating dissimilar materials. It provides a more kinematically correct representation of the cross-sectional warping due to deformation of thick laminates: see, for instance, [16] [17] [18] [19] . 3. Three-dimensional (3-D) elasticity solutions, such as those presented in [20] [21] [22] .
The use of a laminate theory accounting for shear deformation is recommended for flat structures where the longitudinal elastic modulus of the lamina (often consisting of a fibre-reinforced composite) is much higher than both shear and transverse moduli. Indeed, plates made of fibre-reinforced composite materials are characterized by non-negligible shear deformations in the thickness direction. FSDT theory has often been considered the best compromise between accuracy and computational cost for a wide class of applications, as it was stated, for instance, by Cen et al. [23] : "To date, FSDT is still considered the best compromise between the capability for prediction and computational cost for a wide class of applications". Indeed it accounts for shear deformations along the thickness in the simplest way and gives satisfactory results for a wide class of structural problems requiring only C 0 continuity for the displacement field. Its basic assumptions are: straight lines perpendicular to the midsurface before deformation remain straight after deformation but, in general, do not remain perpendicular to the midsurface after deformation. Actually these hypotheses lead to two main consequences: the assumption of constant shear stresses along the plate thickness is such that boundary conditions on the top and on the bottom surface are violated; shear correction factors must be introduced (see more details in [24] [25] [26] ).
Several methods have been proposed to improve FSDT results in finite-element analysis via post-processing methods (see [27] and [6] ). In addition, other refined FSDT models can be found in the literature, which are based on the assumption that shear strains vary in the thickness in cylindrical bending with the same law as the shear stresses obtained by integrating the equilibrium equations [28, 29] . Regarding finite element models it is usual to present FSDT within the framework of a displacement approach; however hybrid and mixed formulations have been proposed as well: see for example [30] [31] [32] [33] .
In this paper the laminate mixed assumed-strain (MAS) plate element presented in [34] has been extended to dynamics: perfect bonding between laminae and basic assumptions of FSDT theory have been considered. In-plane components of the strain tensor are interpolated and assumed to vary linearly along the thickness. The corresponding in-plane stress distribution is deduced, via constitutive law, for each lamina, whereas out-of-plane shear stresses are computed by integrating the equilibrium equations in each lamina and taking into account the interlaminar continuity requirements. By means of inverse constitutive law out-of-plane shear strain are finally obtained. A four-node element is derived from a Hu-Washizu [35] three-field mixed variational principle; enforcing its stationary conditions the stiffness and mass matrix of the element have been obtained. In analogy with a previously developed non-symmetric hybrid assumed-stress homogeneous plate element (see [36] ) the shear strain energy turns out to be exactly zero in the thin plate limit, thus preventing the occurrence of locking phenomena. To test the reliability of the proposed element in dynamics applications the eigenproblem has been solved for some meaningful benchmark problems.
The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 the underlying theory necessary for developing the proposed finite element method is carefully explained. The resulting stiffness and mass matrices (which depend only on displacement-type degrees of freedom, once strain parameters have been eliminated, by static condensation, at the element level) are presented in Section 3. Two meaningful dynamic applications to cross-ply laminates, such that analytic reference solutions are available via FSDT, are shown and commented upon in Section 4; the former, which is relevant to free vibration of a cantilever laminated plate (CLP), is a typical problem, often, but not here, analysed within the framework of cylindrical bending; the latter, involving free vibrations of a simply supported square laminated plate, is a genuine 2-D bending problem. For both problems, a 3-D solution obtained by a commercial finite element code with a suitably refined mesh has been reported for comparison purposes. Finally, in Section 5, conclusions are drawn and some perspectives of future research investigation are illustrated.
A MAS laminated plate model
In this section, the mechanical theory which allows us to formulate in a coherent way the proposed laminated plate model will be introduced, starting from general issues and arriving at formulation details. Hence, after presenting the underlying mixed variational principle, the reader will be introduced to the geometry and mechanical behavior of a typical lamina. Then gluing together a stack of laminae (under the assumption of perfect bonding) the kinematic hypotheses of a laminated plate will be put forth, and a method for computing the out-of-plane strain components will be described. Finally the introduction of suitable discretization for the field variables will lead to the complete definition of the proposed MAS finite element for laminated plates.
Some useful mixed variational principles
The starting point for developing, in the framework of linear elasticity under infinitesimal strain conditions, the variational formulation of the proposed model is a three-field variational principle of the Hu-Washizu type (see [35] ). For a 3-D continuum, occupying a volume , bounded by a smooth surface ∂ composed of two non-intersecting portions, namely ∂ u (where displacements are prescribed) and ∂ s (where traction boundary conditions must be fulfilled) the corresponding functional is
In (1), where indicial notation referred to Cartesian coordinates is used, C ijmn , σ ij , ε ij , u i represent, respectively, the components of the fourth-order elasticity tensor, of the second-order stress and strain tensors and of the displacements vector; f i and b i denote, respectively, the components of the surface and body forces and, finally, u i are prescribed displacement components, while n i is the outward-directed unit normal to the surface of the body; moreover, a comma means differentiation with reference to the corresponding coordinate. Here and in the sequel Einstein's convention implying summation of repeated indices is assumed, unless indices are written within brackets. From the stationary condition of functional (1) , provided that the stress tensor is a priori symmetric, namely σ ij − σ ji = 0 (thus satisfying the angular momentum balance (AMB)), all governing field equations in strong form can be deduced, namely:
as well as the relevant boundary conditions (BCs). If CL is a priori assumed, the stress components can be eliminated from (1), resulting in the following modified Hu-Washizu functional depending only on two fields (strains and displacements):
This functional can be further modified by applying the divergence theorem to the second term on the righthand side and then simplifying the resulting boundary terms so that this alternate form of a modified two-fields Hu-Washizu functional is obtained: It can be easily checked that stationary conditions of both two-field functionals provide the strong form of CC and LMB (expressed in terms of strains), as well as the relevant BCs.
Laminated plate geometry and mechanical properties
With the term laminate plate a thin (or moderately thick) flat body is referred to, which is constituted by K layers with different mechanical characteristics, stacked one above the other and occupying the domain
where the plane˜ (i.e. x 3 = 0) coincides with the middle surface of the undeformed plate, and the transverse dimension, whose thickness is h, is small compared with the other two dimensions. Layers are assumed to lie parallel to the middle surface˜ ; the typical kth layer (k = 1, . . . , K) lies between thickness coordinates h k−1 and h k and is supposed to behave as orthotropic (even if extension to a monoclinic material is relatively easy to perform) with material axes oriented at an angle θ (k) with reference to coordinate axis x 1 of the global reference system of the plate.
The whole lateral surface of the body, ∂ , is the union of the upper and lower faces + and − and of the lateral surface L , see Figure 1 . Before discussing in detail the model kinematics, the terminology associated with the particular lamination scheme considered is introduced here. The lamination scheme of the plate will be denoted by
where θ (1) is the orientation of the material orthotropy axisx 1 of the first layer with reference to x 1 , θ (2) that of the second layer, and so on (see Figure 2) .
A laminate is said to be symmetric if the layer stacking sequence, the material properties and the geometry of the layers are symmetric with reference to the midplane˜ of the laminate. From now on, for the sake of conciseness, only laminated plates satisfying a symmetric lamination scheme will be taken into account. Moreover, since each lamina is supposed to be very thin, plane stress conditions are postulated.
As a consequence, once Voigt's notation is adopted for the fourth-order elastic tensor (which implies these substitutions of indices: 11 → 1; 22 → 2; 33 → 3; 23 → 4; 13 → 5; 12 → 6), the CL for the kth lamina 
(when it is referred to the principal axes of orthotropyx 1 ,x 2 ,x 3 = x 3 ) reads, account taken of symmetries,
22 are the modified elastic stiffness coefficients corresponding to plane stress conditions. They are linked to the six values of the 3-D elastic stiffness coefficients C
33 in the following way:
As Equations (5)- (6) show, the in-plane stress-strain behavior of the lamina is governed by four coefficients only, namely Q
66 , and the out-of-plane one by just two, i.e. C (k) 55 and C (k) 44 . When the material orthotropy axesx 1 ,x 2 do not coincide with the reference axes x 1 , x 2 these stress components need to be projected along the reference axes in order to obtain the Cartesian stress components of the lamina, namely σ
22 etc. all referred to the global reference system. This is done in this way:
where R (k) ij are the Cartesian components of a suitable rigid rotation tensor, completely defined once the angle θ (k) , which axes x 1 andx 1 form together, is known. In particular, we have the result
Kinematic assumptions of the laminated plate
In order to develop, starting from either functional (2) or functional (3), a suitable laminated plate model, some peculiar kinematic assumptions need to be introduced, so that the 3-D problem is reduced to a 2-D problem, where all variables are referred to the domain of the plate midsurface, denoted by˜ . A complete and detailed description of the procedure has already been reported in [36] for the homogeneous case and in [34] for the laminated case: here, for the sake of conciseness, only a short outline is given. In what follows, all quantities endowed with tilde (.) denote variables referred to the midplane surface of the plate,˜ , and thus depend only on coordinates
The typical assumption of the Reissner-Mindlin theory (see [37, 38] ) and FSDT is adopted: particles of the plate originally lying along a straight line, which is normal to the undeformed middle surface, remain on a straight line during deformation, but this line is no more necessarily perpendicular to the deformed middle surface. Hence, the effects of shear deformations can be taken into account.
The in-plane components, (u 1 , u 2 ), of the displacement field vary linearly along the transverse direction of the laminated plate, while the normal component, u 3 , is assumed to be constant along the x 3 axis (see Figure 3) , according to the following equations:
It should be noted that in Equation (9),φ 1 andφ 2 represent the rotations (in the x 1 and x 2 directions, respectively) of the straight transverse line elements which are normal to the reference midplane˜ in the undeformed configuration; they are linked to the components of the infinitesimal rotation vector along the x 1 and x 2 axes by the following equations:φ 1 = −φ 2 ;φ 2 = φ 1 .
As has been outlined, for instance, by Bathe (see [39] ), it is more convenient to useφ 1 andφ 2 than φ 1 , φ 2 in the formulation, since both expressions of u 1 and u 2 in (9) have the same sign. Similarly to the in-plane displacement components, due to the perfect bonding between laminae, also the in-plane strain components are assumed to vary linearly with reference to the transverse direction, x 3 , independently of the lamina, namely:
It should be noted that, according to Equation (11) the in-plane components of the strain tensor vary linearly along the thickness, as it occurs in the classical plate theory. As a remark, Equation (9), which expresses the kinematics of a Reissner-Mindlin plate, and Equation (11) 
By using CL enforced at the local level for the kth lamina, see Equations (5), it turns out that the in-plane stress components (σ
) vary linearly along the transverse direction of the lamina, just like in classical plate theories; however, in general, these components are discontinuous at the interface between two laminae having different orientation and/or material properties.
Out-of-plane strain components are deduced by enforcing LMB conditions for each lamina with a procedure resembling and generalizing the method used by Zhuravskii to deduce in 1855 his shear stress formula. All laminae are then stuck together in order to provide out-of-plane shear stress components which are continuous through the thickness; the corresponding shear strain are then computed by applying, layer by layer, the inverse CL. For the sake of simplicity this procedure is illustrated here only for the particular case that the material orthotropy axes of the kth lamina are aligned with the x 1 and x 2 axes, so that σ
11 , etc.; the general case where such coincidence does not occur can be handled by taking into account Equation (7) .
Indeed in such case the LMB equations for the kth layer read, in the absence of body forces,
By taking now into account the equilibrium equations in the x 1 and x 2 directions, namely Equations (13))- (14), the out-of plane components of the stress field in the kth layer, σ
31 and σ
32 which are supposed to satisfy a priori the AMB conditions, i.e. σ
23 , as it is customary in the classical theory of linear elasticity, can be derived explicitly. Indeed Equations (13)- (14) become
Then by direct integration the out-of-plane shear components can be computed as follows:
where σ 0,(k)
are integration constants which can be set by taking into account the traction boundary conditions (TBCs) which require that both σ 13 and σ 23 must vanish on the plate bases ± . So the solution in terms of out-of-plane shear stress, for the kth layer, is
where integration constants σ 0,(k) 13 and σ 0,(k) 23 have the following explicit expressions:
Once transverse shear stresses are known, by making use of the inverse CL the corresponding out-of-plane shear strain components can be evaluated: by taking into account Equation (5), we have, for the kth lamina, 
S is defined by the orientation angle of each layer with reference to the x 1 axis.
In this way, when Equations (11) and (24) are put together, an enhanced assumed strain model can be formulated. Due to the particular way of deducing it, however, only the in-plane strain components need to be directly modeled, and since they do not depend on the particular lamina, the number of strain parameters which are necessary to describe the behavior of the laminated plate is small and does not depend on the number of layers.
Finite element discretization
A MAS laminated plate element with constant thickness, which is based on the variational formulation described in Section 2.1, can be developed in the following way. Attention is focused here on a four-noded element, which is the simpler and the lowest-order one, even though the same procedure can be used to generate a full family of similar N-noded, higher-order elements. Then, given four points (the nodes) which are located on the midplane surface of the plate and are labeled 1, 2, 3, 4 (see Figure 4) , a global Cartesian reference system (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) is taken, where axes x 1 and x 2 lie in the midplane and the x 3 axis is determined by the right-hand rule. Another plane natural Cartesian reference system (ξ 1 , ξ 2 ), with −1 ≤ ξ i ≤ 1 (i = 1, 2) is then introduced (see, for instance [39] [40] [41] ) and is related to the global one by the following relationships, which map a bi-unit square from the parent element into the real one:
where x i , (with = 1, . . . , 4), are the nodal coordinates of the element in the global reference system, while N (ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) are the following shape functions:
where, as usual, for = 1, . . . , 4 we have ξ In the framework of an isoparametric approach, the components of the displacement field within the element are similarly defined as functions of the transversal displacementsũ 3 ( = 1, . . . , 4) and of the rotationsφ i (with i = 1, 2) of transverse line elements, evaluated at the four nodes of the plate. In particular, the components of the assumed displacement field depend on these nodal degrees of freedom (DOFs) and are expressed in terms of the same shape functions (25) :
As a short-hand notation, the following generalized nodal displacement vector can be introduced: 
The in-plane components of the strain tensor in the natural reference system ε * ij are then defined, once and for all laminae (in the sense that ε * (k) ij = ε * ij ∀ k); several choices are possible: the proposed one, which depends on nine strain parameters and has been already adopted in [34] , also satisfies the requirement ensuring the absence of spurious modes, see [42] . Hence, we have the modeled in-plane strain components:
As a consequence, in-plane extensional strain components are modeled as complete linear polynomials, while the in-plane shear strain component is defined by an incomplete quadratic polynomial. The parameters which describe through (31)- (33) the in-plane strain components can be usefully collected into this strain vector β:
In order to express the Cartesian strain components ε (k) mn of the kth lamina, the strains defined in the natural reference system ε * ij must be transformed into the global reference system:
where J im denote the elements of the Jacobian matrix associated to the isoparametric mapping (25).
Stiffness and mass matrices for modal analysis
The stiffness matrix K can be obtained introducing the previous interpolation fields, see Equations (27)- (29) and (31)- (33), into the modified Hu-Washizu functional (2) and enforcing the stationary conditions of the resulting discretized variational principle:
with
where no boundary contributions survive if there is no surface loading and prescribed displacements are assumed to vanish everywhere. Referring to β and q, the stationary conditions of
Since the assumed-strain distribution is modeled only at the element level, and is not intended to be, differently from the displacement field, continuous across the border between two adjacent elements, it is possible, by means of static condensation techniques, to eliminate β at the element level: in this way an equivalent displacement formulation depending only on q results from Equation (40), and the following discrete equilibrium equation is obtained,
where the equivalent stiffness matrix K has the expression
If ρ (k) represents the material density of the kth layer, body forces due to inertia can be taken into account as follows: b
If Equations (9) and (43) are used, Equation (39) provides M, the mass matrix, which turns out to be a consistent one; the corresponding kinetic energy, T , is similar to that provided by a classical FSDT plate model:
where the first two contributions come from rotary inertia and the last one from transversal inertia. Once mass and stiffness matrices have been identified, it is possible to perform modal analysis by applying the standard procedure used for discrete systems (see [43] ). Indeed an undamped structure modeled as a multiDOFs system, when no external loads are applied to the unrestrained DOFs, undergoes harmonic motions. The governing equation of undamped free vibrations is
and its solution can be easily expressed by q =q sin ωt,
whereq is a constant, time-independent, column matrix which collects componentwise the vibration amplitude of all nodal DOFs, while ω represents the angular frequency of the resulting harmonic motion. Introducing Equation (46) into Equation (45), the formulation leads to a well-known generalized eigenproblem:
The trivial solutionq = 0 of Equation (47) corresponds to static equilibrium, while non-trivial ones exist for those particular values of ω i ≥ 0, (i = 1, . . . , N, where N is the total number of DOFs), the natural vibration frequencies which, being the eigenvalues of the problem, satisfy the following condition:
A specific vibration modeq i (the corresponding eigenvector) is then associated to each particular natural frequency of vibration ω i . 
Applications
In order to test the performance of the finite element model in the dynamic range, the relevant eigenproblem has been solved for two simple cases: a cantilever laminated plate (CLP), see Figure 5 , and a simply-supported square laminated plate (SSLP), see Figure 9 . The same orthotropic material has been considered for all laminae, whose density is ρ = 100 kg/m 3 , but with a different orientation in the stacking sequence. The mechanical properties of the material are (see [1] ):
From these values the components of the elastic tensor C ij or of the modified elastic tensor Q ij in compact Voigt's notation, see Equations (5)- (6), can be computed, since we have the following results:
,
where elastic symmetry conditions provide
For fully 3-D elastic simulations also the following three material constants need to be specified: E 3 = 1 GPa, ν 13 = 0.01, ν 23 = 0.25.
CLP
The first numerical test concerns the rectangular CLP reported in Figure 5 . The plate is assumed to be clamped on the side x 1 = 0 and, furthermore, a unit value for b has been assumed. In Figure 6 the results concerning the relative error between the fundamental frequency produced by the MAS finite element model and FSDT for the orthotropic CLP are shown. The benchmark solution for a cantilever Timoshenko beam has been extracted from [1] and, in order to have a thorough comparison, the DOFs which are relevant to torsional rotation have been constrained. In this way the fundamental frequency of a beam could be reproduced. The relative error is plotted against the DOFs. Of course, convergence is achieved by refining the mesh. Tables 1, 2 and 3 report, respectively, the first three natural frequencies, ω 1 , ω 2 , ω 3 (all expressed in a dimensionless form) for a laminated CLP with this stacking sequence: [0
The results produced by the MAS finite element method lie between those produced by FSDT and by a well-refined finite element mesh created with standard displacement-based eight-noded 3-D bricks implemented in ANSYS. The dimensionless form used to express angular frequencies is the following:
where L is the cantilever span and h is the total thickness of the plate.
Another test aimed at evaluating how frequencies corresponding to different mode shapes vary as a function of layer thickness has been performed on the same CLP. By changing the thickness of the outer layers (those oriented at 0
• ), h outer , and those of the inner ones (those oriented at 90
• ), h inner , in such a way that the total thickness of the plate is kept constant, h = h outer + h inner , a sensitivity analysis of the modes frequencies has been developed for the CLP. In this case, torsional DOFs have not been restrained. Results, which are shown in Figure 8 , are expressed as a function of the dimensionless parameter χ = h outer /h, i.e. the ratio of thickness of outer layers to the total one, in the range 0.05 ≤ χ ≤ 0.80. In particular, the two cases of a thick plate (L/h = 20), see Figure 8 (a), and of a thin one (L/h = 100), see Figure 8 (b), have been considered. It is patent that among the first vibration modes there are four purely flexural ones and two torsional modes (see, for instance, Figure 7) . The general trend is that an increase of the outer layer thickness (which occurs when χ increases) produces an increase of the cantilever stiffness in bending and thus flexural modes turn out to exhibit higher frequencies. Such an effect is less apparent in the case of torsional modes and this explains why some crossing of mode shapes is observed.
SSLP
The second numerical test concerns a SSLP reported in Figure 9 . Hard boundary conditions have been assumed. In Figure 10 the results in terms of relative error between the fundamental frequency provided by the MAS finite element method and the analytic solution given by FSDT are depicted for the SSLP problem, again with a symmetric stacking sequence [0
• ], corresponding to a typical cross-ply laminate. The reference solution has been taken from [1] . As in the previous case of CLP, the relative error is plotted against the number of DOFs. Also in this case convergence is achieved with mesh refinement. In Tables 4, 5 and 6 the first three natural frequencies for SSLP are reported, again in dimensionless form for the same stacking sequence. MAS results fall between those provided by FSDT and by a well-refined finite element mesh based on ANSYS eight-noded 3-D bricks. Also in this case, the sensitivity of vibration modes to changes in the thickness of the outer layers, as it has been done previously for the CLP problem, has been investigated: again the total thickness of the plate has been kept constant, and the outer layer thickness is expressed by the dimensionless parameter χ , in the range 0.05 ≤ χ ≤ 0.80. Results are reported in Figure 11 : on the top they are plotted for the case of a thick plate (L/h = 10) and on the bottom those for a thin plate (L/h = 100). The selected vibration modes of the oscillating plate are shown in Figure 12 for the thin plate (L/h = 100) having χ = 0.1. It can be noticed that a variation of χ yields some crossing of flexural modes which are related to the bending stiffness in the cross-direction direction. Also in this case, the same variation is less evident for the torsional mode.
Concluding remarks and future perspectives
The presented MAS finite element model, which has been already shown, see [34] , to be locking free has proven to be a powerful tool for dynamic analysis. Even with a limited number of DOFs the fundamental frequency of a laminated plate structure can be computed with a small relative error (see Figures 6 and 10) . Furthermore, useful results concerning sensitivity analysis of the stacking sequence have been obtained and have been interpreted by taking into account how the thickness of each layer may affect modal analysis. Indeed the present form of the finite element model is capable, in principle, of effectively managing any symmetric stacking sequence of laminae, and not only the cross-ply ones, as it occurs in both examples presented here. Further developments are planned in the future, such as extending the formulation to encompass also laminated plates with non-symmetric stacking sequences. A subsequent step that the authors want to perform is introducing into the model a delamination having a known shape, in order to study how it affects mode frequencies and the relevant mode shapes.
Future perspectives of this research line mainly concern:
